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‘FIRST SUNDAY OF APRIL CELEBRATION WITH OUR
BELOVED PROPHET
300 PEOPLE WITH OUR BELOVED PROPHET IN TOKYO

O

n the first Sunday of April our Beloved Prophet was surrounded by almost 300 people in a hotel in Tokyo. 36 of them
became Raelians through the hands of our Beloved Prophet who talked to them just before doing the ceremony:

“For you who will do your transmission today, when I will say ‘Elohim recognize you’, it means that they will recognize your
genetic code. It will be a two-way’ recognition, a two-way acknowledgement because they welcome you and you welcome them
in your heart. You are the most important temple for the Elohim and from the moment you will give your genetic code, you will
say ‘thank you Elohim’, your life becomes different, you will feel connected to the Elohim. It is not only a genetic code transmission; it is also something which must change your life. Every day of your life, you must now remember that you are connected to
the Elohim. You cannot be depressed anymore, you cannot feel lonely anymore, your life cannot be a normal life again, you are
from now on, the children of the Elohim, and you will have to feel them in your heart and in your brain. It will be a completely
new life, guided by the Elohim, towards more and more happiness.
You cannot have a normal life with a normal success; you must be extraordinary people, because you can do it, because you
have the talent for that. That’s why you came today, because only you can feel this connection with the Elohim.”
He also addressed different topics after the ceremony that triggered lots of applauds in the packed room:
About Japan:
I am happy to be here with you this year. I wanted to go back to Japan before going to see my father … I missed you so
much. I don’t say that to make you happy. I love Japan and I say so
everywhere in the world. Wherever I go, I always say ‘I love Japan’. I
am not like politicians always saying what people want to hear. When
I am in Switzerland or in America, I still say ‘I love Japan’.
Japanese are very special in the heart of the Elohim, very special.
Elohim love everybody, but they have something special with Japan.
Maybe it is because your culture is very close to Elohim’s culture.
When coming out from his spacecraft, Yahwe didn’t shake my hands
when he met me, but he bowed like you do. I was expecting to shake
his hands . His face also looks like a Japanese face. Their civilization
is all about beauty. Every garden on their planet was like Japanese
gardens. [on the left, our Beloved Prophet visiting a Japanese garden
awakening from winter, on the day following his arrival in Japan].
Their food was beautiful, just like Japanese food is beautiful, not like
Mac Donald’s food at all! Everything is beauty. They wear beautiful
clothes that look like Japanese kimonos. Japan is very close to the
Elohim’s civilization.
There is a special link between the Elohim and the Jewish people
as they are their children like it is written in the messages. But it is the
same for Japanese people. Amaterasu was an Eloha woman!
About women
In the Elohim civilization, men are equal to women. This is important for us, especially for women here. This is also why women are
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very important in our organization.
Catholic women cannot become pope, it is forbidden. They cannot even be a priest. If you are a Muslim woman, you cannot be a priest either. Buddhist women cannot become Dalai Lama. In the Raelian Movement, you can be a priest or a bishop
and if I die, the new Guide of the Guides could be a woman. This is why you are very important to join the team of the leaders
of the Raelian Movement.
Elohim need you, especially you women! We need the woman brain power. You can join the beautiful women who are bishops like Color, Brigitte, Kazue. They may be one day the new Guide of the Guides. Do you prefer them or the pope?
To give the power to women, that’s the beauty of the messages as most religions are giving power to men. Muslim women
have to hide everything, in the Raelian Movement you
can show everything (BB, color and Kazue on stage
were showing their legs), this is much better. We have
humor too and fun.
Right now, there are Catholic meetings taking
place [Easter Sunday], very serious, no smiles, no
laughing, hitting themselves. Here we have fun, sexy
girls, handsome men, and pleasure. What is better? It
is so much better to be Raelian. So we need you to
join the Elohim team, I need you to help me. Come
and join the sexy and beautiful women who are the
bishops, but most importantly come and join their
beautiful mind and their intelligence. I need your help
dear women. I need men as well, but especially you
women of Asia who are still considered as second class
citizens, especially here in Japan. We cannot imagine
a Japanese woman as Prime Minister yet. Men are still
#1. You need to push women as politicians; you need
to push for women to have the same salary as men as it
isn’t the case here yet. It is important to free the Japanese women. If you like equality between men and women, join and help me. It is one of the actions of the Raelian Movement.
If you are a woman, we need your help. This is why the angel order was created. It was not only created to have beautiful girls
to please Rael - By the way, we have a new angel leader who is Brigitte.- The angel order is here to promote the freedom and the
power of women through femininity. So I hope you will join us at the seminar soon!
Note: During the transmission ceremony, our Beloved Prophet empowered a few Japanese Trainee Guides as full level 4, as
well as Sophie de Niverville.
About being Raelian
Elohim love you. If you love the Elohim, you cannot do anything else but help.
I wish you all a beautiful life. Welcome to you all who had your transmissions done today. Today is the most beautiful day
of your life. I want you to wake up every day, feeling the Elohim inside of you. From now on, you cannot accept simple job, you
must try to do the best you can. You cannot accept little money; you must try to be as rich as you can. If you are dreaming of a
special boyfriend or girlfriend, you must reach your dream. You are the children of the Elohim, so try to be the best in everything,
have the best job, the best boyfriend or girlfriend, best at everything, because you are the Elohim team on Earth.
I love you, Elohim love you… see you all at the seminar!
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American Seminar
A CITY OF ILLUSION FOR A SEMINAR WITHOUT ILLUSIONS

By Julie Maude

Las Vegas, what a wonderful city to receive 240 trainees for this North American seminar! As our beloved Prophet pointed
out to us, this city located in the desert in the middle of nowhere, is a city of illusions built with the money of losers. Everything
there was put in place for us to realize that we were winners. We were in Las Vegas to receive the teachings of the Prophet Rael,
without any illusion: we were in the right place at the right time, together…
From the outset, Rael reminded us how much it remained important for us all to take part in the seminar every year, so as
to participate full out in the raising of the consciousness and the spirituality of humanity. He stressed that “The seminars are the
beginning of the process of elohimisation.”
Of course, Elohim and elohimisation, means science. Once again, our religion, science, was the focus of the teachings.
It’s so nice to see how we are becoming closer and closer to the Elohim ; and the discoveries that prove the messages are
showing this every day. Rael pointed out that “this year is history’s most beautiful in science. A scientist at the University of Cambridge stated that the Universe was not born from the Big Bang, but that it was infinite in time!”
And Brigitte Boisselier explained to us in detail that this Cambridge scientist, physicist Neil Turok, asserted that there had
never been a Big Bang, that time is infinite, and that the universe appears to be fractal, cyclic, and self-regenerating.
And that is without mentioning the findings of Craig Venter, which you have surely already heard about during the year.
Our dear BB told us how Venter’s team had managed to create a completely artificial DNA, which was implanted into a cell
that had been ridded of its original DNA. According to her, “any day now, we may hear the news that someone has succeeded in
creating a whole new living being” !
With a most enthusiastic tone, Rael rejoiced that “Life is being created in a laboratory near you. That’s fantastic!”
Attaining eternal life
With all these discoveries and those that are being announced, our Beloved Prophet gave these news perspective, as he alone
knows how to, by always revealing us the
most widely panoramic vision possible.
He said “The greatest dream of the
Elohim, is that we achieve eternal life without them, that we create ourselves a paradise on Earth. With all the money spent
on weapons, we would already have access
to eternal life. I am the first Prophet who
works towards us having eternal life before
our death. (…) We are the only religion
saying this: The Elohim talk to us as adults
to adults, and they ask us to be their equals,
or even to be better than them.”
But before attaining eternal life, our
Prophet reminded us that the important
thing is to play in our everyday lives “Our
work should be a game. Every moment
should be a game. Our life is a game where
the winners have access to eternal life!”
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Regarding science, Rael reminded us that politics is an area we should keep ourselves informed about, just as much as about
recent scientific discoveries.
“Politics is science. It affects us all, we who are in this big test tube that is humanity (…) This is why you will regularly
receive political news on Rael-Science” (…) He pointed out that “everything is science : love, human relationships, everything
around us.”
Illusions
As you may have guessed from the introduction, the theme this year was about illusions. The Prophet having said so many
things about this subject,
here are a few hand-picked
thoughts and excerpts.
“The media inject illusions into your head day
after day! (…) Every day,
ask yourself the question :
what illusion am I living in
right now?”
“This planet is immersed in illusions that
no-one has chosen.”
“Illusion is very powerful. Even if you know the
workings of a magic trick,
you will continue to see
the illusion when the magician does the same trick
over again.”
“Illusion is the worst
enemy of science!”
“Helping people shed their illusions, is giving them love.”
A small scoop with that?
Rael invented a new word during this North American seminar : memoplasticity. Just like neurons are malleable (that is
known as neuroplasticity), our memory and the recollections it contains are malleable too. We may therefore call this memoplasticity. He mentioned that “reality is not what is most important in your negative memories, you can embellish them ; because
they no longer exist anyway.”
Love
And what would a Raelian seminar be without mentioning love? The Prophet reminded us that “when you spread love,
you’re changing the planet.” In a breeding ground, a single atom can affect everything. This is material for your daily meditations:
Just with your love vibrations, you can change the world!”
Still speaking about love, he mentioned :
“What is most important in life is what you do for free (…) I would never receive a salary to do what I’m doing here and
now.”
With this spirit, we were able to experience a profoundly touching moment: every one of us had the opportunity to give our
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Beloved Prophet a little love, handed in person, by means of a donation. The trainees couldn’t wait to line up and have the chance
to make a small gift, in an anonymous small white envelope, to thank Him for everything he has done and is still doing for us.
Magical evenings
For the first time, the North American seminar was under the direction of the USA team. Despite the epidemic of muscular flu which affected a significant number of participants, this week close to the Prophet was a great success. Nothing could
affect the impeccable course of the week, except for the blue
masks, which multiplied over time, to prevent the infection
from spreading further. Worth noting was also the great collaboration of the Canadian delegation which, with its 106
participants and many volunteers, allowed the transition to
happen with perfect smoothness. Congratulations to the entire team!
And what to say about the events offered to us this year?
The Peace and Love evening was the most attended dance
night in years! On top of that was the sensual Pyjama party,
which was the favorite of this year. The concept proved to
be really brilliant : everyone was in pyjamas, with our teddy

bears and pillows, getting back in touch with
the seven year old child in us, on the quest
for a thousand and one sensual pleasures. The
seminar conference room turned into a giant
kindergarten and playground… The trainees
played their heart’s out!
Wow! It was amazing to see how much
this staging enabled us to bring down all of
our inhibitions down to the very last (if we still
had any left ;-)). We were all there, sons and
daughters of Elohim, in the simplest of states
of mind, simply BEING. The next day, when
the classes resumed, the difference in the participants’ energy and mood was striking…
Many have even gone so far as to assert
that this evening had been the best of all those
they had experienced so far in the seminars. According to hearsay, this evening should be back next year. Let’s hope
it is, because it would be so great to be able to re-experience it once more and allow those who were not there to experience it
next year!
As for our seminar shows, we can truly state without the least embarrassment that they are of professional caliber. Our
Prophet even went so far as to say that what he saw on stage was better than many of the performances presented in town. And
when you know that Las Vegas is the entertainment capital of the world, that goes to say how much we’ve been spoiled! The closing show, where both the stage and the conference room were transformed into a jungle with artists epitomizing animals (which,
incidentally, were really sexy!), was most bewitching.
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New Guides!
In closing, a few nominations : Steve Lebeuf was appointed Trainee-Guide for Canada.
Larry Abdullah was inducted Guide, Level 4, in
charge of Chicago; as well as Alaric Balibrera,
who went from Trainee-Guide to Guide, Level
4, in charge of Santa Fe.
We now have a new Continental Guide in
the person of Ricky Lee Roehr, who replaces
Nicole Bertrand. Thank you, Nicole, for these
six years of coordination at the head of this beautiful great continent that is North America! And
to replace Ricky at the head of the USA’s national team, none other than the young, beautiful,
and dynamic Lara Terstenjak!
You’ve missed the North American seminar
of 62? Start preparing right now for the seminar
of 63. It will certainly be mind-blowing! And
don’t forget to bring your pyjamas and your
“doudou” (a blanket or quilt, if you are not from
Quebec ;-)!!!

LARRY THE NEW GUIDE GAVE US SOME FEEDBACK TOO…
What a magnificent seminar in the desert oasis of Las Vegas, Nevada!!!!! More than 250 of us gathered together under the
brilliant, warming sunlight of the Southwestern skies to receive the wonderful teachings of our Beloved Prophet, Rael.
At least 40 of those that had assembled here were attending a Raelian seminar for the first time. As a member of the Welcome Team, I had the first hand experience of greeting these newcomers personally; witnessing their excitement; and observing
the amazement, intrigue, and curiosity in their eyes. After a week with us regaling in a Raelian environment filled with peace,
love, laughter, and happiness; their inner transformations had brightened their smiles, warmed their hearts, and had awakened a
distinctive sense of love, peace, and happiness into their being. Each of us had come to the American Seminar 62 with our own
individual stories and expectations but at the conclusion, all of our hopes and dreams had merged into one: a reverent desire to
choose love and to help spread this wonderful message of the Elohim over the entire planet.
Apart from the provocative, stimulating, and thought-provoking lectures by our dear Prophet on each day of the Seminar
here are a few more highlights:
1. A fantastic Hippie Party
2. A superb Talent Show that featured a master of Illusions, “Majestic”, the personal magician of the famed Michael Jackson; as well as other wonderful performances by a variety of participants,
3. An arousing auction of the first two gold leaf copies of “Intelligent Design,”
4. A pajama party filled with fun, laughter, excitement, and an opportunity to relive our childhood fantasies through fun
and games,
5. A sensual sound experience led by our brother Emmanuel,
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6. The official release of the first English printing of the book “Geniocracy” with copies signed personally by our Guide of
Guides,
It was indeed the best seminar that I’ve attended. A great deal of thanks goes out to Marina and the wonderful team that
she assembled to organize the American Seminar 62. Each day was filled with an abundance of excitement, enthusiasm, and love.
The seminar concluded on Saturday afternoon following a sensual performance by three of our Raelian Angels to the harmonious
sound of a Tibetan bell.
Thank you, dear Rael, for heightening our senses and expanding our love for humanity. Thank you for making us more
aware of ourselves, of each other, and of infinity. And thank you for guiding us to even higher levels of sensitivity, consciousness,
and spiritual awakening. We choose love.
With much love,
Larry

WE... ARE THE GARDEN
Poem by David Taylor, guide of Vancouver, which he offered during the seminar
Dreamt ... by beings... long ago ... before the first seed, on
earth...
The great composers ...of our eternal dust... captured us...
from the stars...
A little of this... a little of that...
We ... are the Dust
They played and laughed... while they cultivated our garden... with love...
Love... from their music... vibrating from their neurons
Love ..with the hopes of a beautiful rose.... with a magnificent fragrance ... captured on the winds of time...
for
eternity...w
We ... are the Garden
Nourished... from rains of life ... we are free to grow...
touched by the rays of the morning sun... stretching our petals
...
in a quest... for the morning light...
like the glistening
petals of a flowers plight.... this flower is so very young.
We... are the dust
Our nectar.. is the Elohim`s love... cultivated by their Son...
Rael... the master of weeding... he shows us the weeds, in our
garden ... his tools ... are love... consciousness... humility...
forgiveness...
We... are the garden
Growing... through time and space, we are the sands of the desert...the particles, of great forests...drenched in the songs ...of
tropical birds, to which the Elohim, have composed ...cared for by the last gardener, in a long line of gardeners... RAEL
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We ...are the dust
He helps our leaves... shimmer... and dance... in the summer sun...we are his flowers ...of differences ... colors...perfumed
by the moonlight and the sun...fed by his words of love and truth...we are the flowers...of his labor.
We ... are the seeds
Growing... in his brilliant garden ... we give ourselves... for those of next spring... when there will be no suffering...
together we grow... sharing our roots... feasting... on the dust ... of generations gone by
We... are the seeds
For now, we enjoy this season ... stretching our delicate flowers to the summer sun, linked ... by the bee’s ... preparing...
for the time... when all the baby seedlings, will be as one.
We ... are... their garden.

Geniocracy Book in English

The long awaited book ‘Geniocracy’ has finally been printed in English. It was launched during the US seminar and is now available to you through Amazon.com … If you want to know how
our Creators suggest that we as a humanity get out of our inevitable financial, economical and
political mess, then order your copy now!!!

NEWS AND VIEWS
IS RICHARD DAWKINS RAELIAN?
People who have seen the current Ben Stein documentary film “Expelled: No Intelligence
Allowed” are asking a tantalizing question: Is Richard Dawkins Raelian? Blogs and Internet forums are abuzz with the pros and cons.
In the film, evolutionary biologist and Oxford professor Dawkins, the author of several
controversial books, including, most recently, “The God Delusion,” reluctantly yields to Stein’s
relentless prodding for a substantial explanation of life’s origin. He replies: “It could be that at
some earlier time, somewhere in the universe, a civilization evolved, probably by some kind of
Darwinian means, probably to a very high level of technology, and that it designed a form of life
it seeded, perhaps onto this planet. Now that is a possibility, and an intriguing possibility. And I
suppose it’s possible you might find evidence for that. If you look at the details of biochemistry,
of molecular biology, you might find a signature of some sort of designer.”
But in an Op-Ed piece published April 18 in the L.A. Times, Dawkins said that response was merely “a science fiction olive
branch” used to make an argumentative point.
We can’t tell what really was in Dawkins’ mind when he was interviewed but we know that scientists often back away publicly from words that might be construed as support for Intelligent Design or for the Raelian explanation of life’s origin on Earth,
which is exactly what Ben Stein tried to illustrate in his movie. He also said in his article that the theory cannot be valid since “If
they created us, who created them?’ According to him, “Gods or aliens, if they are complex enough to be capable of designing
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anything, are, by virtue of their complexity, not in a position to design themselves.” Dawkins simply misses the concept of infinity
and our Beloved prophet often said that his mission is to bring us that concept; he is the Messenger of the Infinite!!
Anyhow, it was really fun to see the Raelian theory about our origin advocated in a movie by one of the most famous evolutionists in the world. We know for sure that many scientists find our theory attractive and full of logic, they are just too scared
to let go and embrace it… if only they knew how fun it is to do so 

RAEL: MUSLIM NATIONS SHOULD FORCE THE U.N. TO ABANDON THE
CHRISTIAN CALENDAR
During a recent conference in Qutar entitled Mecca, the Centre of the Earth: Theory and Practice,” a group of Muslim
scientists and clerics called for the adoption of “Mecca Time” to replace GMT, arguing that the Saudi city, not Greenwich, is “the
true center of Earth.”
Advocates of the Mecca Time proposal said Britain had imposed GMT on the rest of the world when it was still a leading
colonial power, and that the time for change had come.
Rael, founder and leader of the worldwide Raelian Movement, issued the following statement after learning of the proposal:
“If GMT time is the fruit of British colonialism, the use of the Christian calendar, especially in the United Nations, is an even
better example.”
He said that a recent survey published by the Vatican showed that although the global Christian community is no longer
increasing (it is, in fact, actually declining somewhat in terms of Catholicism alone), the Muslim community is still growing.
Therefore, Rael emphasized: “no Muslim U.N. representative should ever agree to sign a document bearing a Christian calendar date. It’s shocking to see Muslim nation U.N. representatives agreeing to sign official documents bearing Christian dates,”
Rael said. “It’s a betrayal of their religion -- an act that Muslim clerics could even qualify as a form of apostasy. The Muslim nations should force the United Nations to abandon the Christian calendar and replace it with a neutral version.”
More than 10 years ago, Rael created the International Committee Against Christian Calendar Imperialism (ICACCI) to
promote the adoption of a neutral calendar that would not be attached to one single religion or group. (See www.icacci.org)
“It’s time to force the U.N. to show the world it’s not the puppet of Occidental powers,” he declared. “It can do that by
dropping the Christian calendar.”
He added: “How can any nation claim separation of church and state, yet still continue to use the Christian calendar all
non-Christian human beings are forced to use? Using a neutral calendar, perhaps one that would use the year of the U.N.’s creation as a starting date, would be much more respectful to everyone!”

RAEL OPPOSES FILM CENSORSHIP ATTEMPT SPEARHEADED BY U.N. SECRETARY
GENERAL
After U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon and several Muslim nations condemned a film highly critical of Islam, Rael,
founder of the worldwide Raelian Movement of more than 65,000 members in nearly 90 countries, declared Ki-moon’s viewpoint indefensible.
“It’s unacceptable to see the head of the United Nations taking such a position,” Rael said. “If he were a responsible person
in his position at the U.N. and as such, only concerned by defending human rights, instead of attacking this film he would be
asking for censorship of the religious books that incite such hatred and crimes in the first place.”
Made by right-wing Dutch politician MP Geert Wilder, the short (15-minute) film made available online last Thursday
juxtaposes verses from the Koran against violent, terrorism-related images.
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A BBC News report quoted Ban as saying, “I condemn, in the strongest terms, the airing of Geert Wilders’ offensively antiIslamic film. The right of free expression is not at stake here. Freedom must always be accompanied by social responsibility.”
Rael commented: “This is absolutely not true: Freedom must never be constrained by social responsibility, freedom of
expression must be absolute and without any restraint or self censorship as long as it respect the laws like not inciting to hate or
reporting false information. This movie only report facts”
He said the United Nations is losing the little credibility it still has through comments such as Ban’s. “It’s just a puppet
organization that doesn’t represent the world at all,” he said. “It should be dismantled and be replaced by a truly democratic
organization – one that’s not beholden to superpowers having veto privileges.”
Rael had nothing but kudos for Web site www.liveleak.com, which made the controversial short available worldwide on
Thursday. “It’s great to see that it’s a British. Web site that chose to make this movie available,” Rael stated. It s just regrettable
that they withdrew the movie after death treat to their personnel which do nothing but confirm the content of Geert Wilder’s
movie. It’s great that thanks to the internet the movie is still available on Geert Wilder’s website (http://www.groepwilders.com/
default.aspx)
“The worst censorship of all is self censorship,” Rael declared. “Self censorship means yielding to political correctness and
betraying the very essence of human rights – freedom of expression. But freedom of expression is precisely what’s needed when
the vast majority of the population doesn’t agree with what you say. It’s pointless to offer legal safeguards for sentiments already
accepted publicly. When what you say is welcomed by the majority as secularly or politically correct, it doesn’t mean much to
guarantee your right to say it again.”

RAEL: SWITZERLAND DESERVES THE GUINESS RECORD FOR STUPIDITY
“Switzerland will have forever the privileges to have reached Himalayan summits in stupidity” declared Rael, leader of
the Raelian Movement, after reading Alison Abbott’s article published in the last edition of Nature regarding the Swiss ethicscommittee guidelines that allegedly preserves the dignity of plants.
As unbelievable as it may sound, the Swiss federal government’s ethics committee on non-human biotechnology has mapped
out guidelines to help granting agencies decide which research applications deeply offend the dignity of plants. All plant biotechnology grant applications must therefore include a paragraph explaining the extent to which plant dignity is considered.
“After the Swiss banks’ decades of harboring and investing money that was stolen from the Jews by the Nazis; after their
terrible discrimination against religious minorities, and a court acquitting a public bar that had refused to serve a drink to a customer only because he was Raelian, Switzerland now reaches Guinness book record levels with this law about plant dignity.”
According to Abbot, the committee said that genetic modification which caused plants to ‘lose their independence’ would
be rejected, especially when interfering with their capacity to reproduce.
Rael commented: “Is it not disrespecting the dignity of grape vines to spray them continuously with toxic chemicals, or use
only cloned vines, in order to produce wine? If so, it should be the end of Swiss wines.”
He added: “Is it not disrespecting the dignity of fish to catch them in Geneva lake? If so, it is also the end of Swiss perch
fillets. If they follow this logic, they should also study if the dignity of cows is respected when they milk them and use it to make
Swiss cheese. Is it not disrespectful of the dignity of women if we were to milk them without their consent and use their milk to
make cheese? If it applies to women it should also apply to cows. In this case, it is the end of Swiss cheese and fondue.”
Rael concluded: “ Most of all, isn’t it a terrible lack of respect for the dignity of the population to have such “ethicist” politicians making such stupid decisions... if so, these “ethical committees” should all be disbanded immediately.”
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ABOUT TELEPRESENCE,
Telepresence is a software that permits video-conferencing in specially modified conference rooms equipped with highquality audio, video and networking technology so that meetings between teams from different continents can take place in a
manner that is as close to being together as possible. Usually participants forget about the technology and become immersed in
meetings that can go on for hours. Body language is easily read and even eye contact can be maintained, though on some systems
better than others.
Our Beloved Prophet commented on this technology saying that it also brings something revolutionary: no national power
or immigration services can block anyone anymore to “virtually” attend a public event even if he has been refused a visa... That’s
the end of immigration control on controversial public personalities or “persona non grata”... In other words : “you can refuse
my body at immigration control, but you cannot stop me being present at public events and my thoughts to be spread in your
country, with even more noise because I was physically refused ! “ ... that comment was of course sent to the Korean media

OUR SUPPORT TO ALFRED HRDLICKA
Austrians had a nationwide debate following the brief display in a prestigious Roman Catholic museum of an etching that
depicts Jesus Christ and his disciples having an orgy during the biblical Last Supper. Alfred Hrdlicka’s controversial painting
depicts the Apostles sprawling over the table and masturbating each other. In the artist’s words, the painting depicts the event
as “a homosexual orgy”. Cardinal Christoph Schoenborn, the top churchman in this largely conservative and overwhelmingly
Catholic country, has ordered the offending artwork removed. Exhibition curator Michael Kaufmann says he’s even seen Web
postings from extremists “who have threatened to come to Vienna and blow up its museums with Molotov cocktails.”… Christian or Muslim, whenever their prophet is depicted in an unconventional manner, they show their true color which has nothing
to do with the teachings of Jesus of Mohamed… oh well, luckily, artists like Hrdlicka still exist 

SUPPORT TO THE ORGANIZATION «AKINA MAMA WA AFRIKA»
Akina Mama wa Afrika is an international organization for African women. Its Ugandan branch organized a workshop for
sex workers which was canceled at the last minute by the authorities. According to the Ugandan minister for Ethics and Integrity, «Uganda is a religious country which can not authorize a workshop with prostitutes». The minister also added that the sex
workers had been supported financially by organizations from developed countries such as the USA. He added: «It is our right to
protect our values and we can not tolerate that foreigners support immoral activities in our country».

SPIRITUALITY ‘LINKED TO HAPPY LIFE’
A recent study presented to a Royal Economic Society conference has shown that people with a spiritual life have a higher
level of life satisfaction. They say that religious people are better able to cope with shocks such as losing a job or divorce and attributed that to the positive effect of believing in god. We know of course how spirituality can have a positive impact on our life.
Our Beloved Prophet commented: “spiritual life and religiosity help reach happiness, but you can be very religious and have a
great spiritual life without believing in any god, as it’s possible to be, like Raelians and real Buddhists, “religious atheists”.
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Raelian Planet
SAKINA DIFFUSING AMONG ARTISTS VISITING SWITZERLAND
On March 1st 2008, I went to see Idir live in Concert. He is like a Kabyle“ Georges Brassens”***. His real name is Hamid
Cheriet and is the author of one of his first world hits with his song “A Vava Inouva”, meaning “Dad, it is my turn” ... Militating relentlessly, for the cause of the Berber people – I am also Berber myself- his songs often speak about messages full of hope,
tolerance and rebellion as well. ... The concert took place at the Theatre du Beausobre in Morges (Switzerland) ... he started by
transporting us into journeys, ballads dedicated to the Kabyle Mountains, he cradled us with melodic songs, spiritual prayers,
and he also carried us away with very rythmical musics, bewitching dances, those began to echoe in my genetic code and I could
not resist any longer, I started to sing, to dance, what a beautiful meditation !!! The concert was almost over, I waived the flutist
in the group to come and see me, and he did!!! I showed him that I had a book for Idir that could be very interesting to him.
A few minutes later, I was in a dressing room back stage with Idir in front of me. .. I first thanked him for all that he is, for the
messages transmitted in his songs providing well being to our humanity, and finally for the touching words that have cradled my
early childhood. Idir, with a playful glance and a smile on his lips happily received « The Message Given By the Extraterrestrials »
and the GPI (Indice Global de Pollution) Idir is a simple man, kind and full of humility... I invite all of you to discover him...
Caprices-Festival in Crans-Montana, Switzerland
On March 27th, Roger Moore was passing through the town of Crans Montana to attend the concert of Stephan Eicher a
few hours later... I was in the company of Pierre Andre Dorsaz when he pointed to Roger Moore who was in front of us on his
way to the concert hall. Carried by enthusiasm, I began walking fasted and found myself right next to him. With much tact, I
gently called his name. He was in the company of his charming wife and his body guards, he stopped. I presented him with the
Messages and the GPI which he found very interesting. He kindly accepted both gifts and thanked me with a friendly smile...
Roger Moore has an exceptional elegance, a beautiful charisma, he is a true gentleman !!!
On March 29th, I was on my way to see the singer Noa in concert when I met William White with the body of Ben Harper
in the middle of rehearsal. I waited until he finished to be able to approach him and to present him with the Messages and the
GPI which he readily accepted. As he received the Messages he read out loud: “The Messages Given By the Extraterrestrials”,
very, very interesting » and when he received the GPI. : “ The damages done by pollution , (After I gave him a brief explanation)
very interesting as well”, he smiled at me and thanked me very much...William White sings to the rythmes of Pop music, Funk
and Jazz. His songs are very sensual and have the scent of the Carribean…

DIFFUSION IN BURKINA FASO
The Raelians in the heart of the National
Week of Culture (NWC).
Once again the Raelian Movement was actively involved in the 14th biennial edition of the
NWC, the event took place in BOBO-Dioulasso,
Burkina Faso, from Mach 22 to 29, 62 aH (2008).
Thousands of festival-goers gathered from all over
the world (400 000 festival-goers according to the
authorities, 4000 of them musicians and traditional
dance artists). For a week, it allowed Kama (Africa)
to find its true cultural identity again, as our Beloved Prophet is hoping for.
It was a beautiful opportunity for the Raelians
to remind the festival-goers that Raël is the last of
13
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the Prophet sent by the Elohim, wrongly called god, and that He came to gather all of us in an embassy to welcome those who
created us in their own image and resemblance.
The NWCs are improving each year. This year again, the booth of the Raelian movement was remarkably beautiful, and
very visible with its big banner: “Kama (Africa) future of humanity”. Compared to the philosophical and religious neighbors, our
both was by far the most animated, and was constantly stormed with many visitors (especially young people), who were as much
enthusiastic as the team of Raelians running the booth.
It was an intense week of pleasurable diffusion, informing about Rael’s message, the OGM, FERUKA, the cultural and
religious decolonization, femininity and CLITORAID…
Results:

gou.

-

more than 10 000 flyers given,

-

2000 press releases relating to the socio-political situation in Kenya and the building of the basilica in Gabon

-

3 books sold (messages and white poison),

-

7 CDs sold (homeostasis)

-

20 collection of our Prophets words sold ($1 a copy),

-

More than 30 000 interested visitors at the booth.

-

26 registrations for the seminar.

See you in 2 years for the next biennial, but before that we have the FESPACO in February 63 Ah (2009) in Ouagadou-

A NATIONAL GUIDE FOR EL SALVADOR !
Pedro Armando Castro Sosa (Piter) is a person I got in touch with thanks to our
internet websites. What a wonderful tool of spreading the message! From our first
exchanges, he showed a great curiosity for the Message and his words and questions
were remarkably intelligent. His interest of being involved in this great Mission that
out Prophet entrusted to us was growing with each email; to the day when he asked
me if he could help, and if yes, how he could do it. Our Dear Prophet agreed to his
nomination as national guide for El Salvador. The family is growing on the Ixachitlan
continent (former name of Latin America) and the hope of a better world is growing each time a new Raelian reveals itself…Welcome to the great Raelian family dear
Piter!
With all my love
Daniel Turcotte, continental Guide for Ixachitlan

NOMINATIONS IN ASIA AS WELL…
Monariza who is Korean level 4 guide, is now also level 5 bishop guide in China.
Yaho who is Korean level 4 guide will be level 5 bishop guide in India from August 6, 2008.
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FIRST SUNDAY OF APRIL IN
CHICAGO
Seven days apart [since the end of the seminar]
felt like a lifetime, but we were together once again,
this time to celebrate the creation of the first humans on Earth. We enjoyed food and drinks, but
more importantly love and consciousness as we were
joined by several newcomers.
Several of us gave presentations to inform the
newcomers about the various aspects of our philosophy. First up was Pedro, who explained each of
the five points. Eduardo, Alfredo, and John covered the subject of meditation. John explained the
purpose of the Tibetan tingsha, the meditation
cymbals that are sometimes used by Buddhists
in preparation for a meditation. Next, Eduardo
guided us through a beautiful meditation to harmonize with infinity. Chad and Mark discussed our purpose for celebrating the occasion, the creation of the first human beings on our planet. Dan presented a slide show
explaining purpose of the cellular transmission. Later on, Deborah, who drove five hours from Michigan to join us, did her cellular transmission. That’s love! :) (Welcome to the family, Deborah!)
Overall, things were harmonious thanks to Larry, who organized it all, and to the awesome Chicago (and Wisconsin) Team
members, who each did their part in making the occasion a success. Our team is slowly growing. Maybe one day, if our team
grows big enough, we will get a visit from our Beloved Prophet...hopefully soon!
Love, Taksen

DIFFUSION IN SLOVAKIA
We lived a wonderful experience in Bratislava, capital of Slovakia, a small country of 6 billion
people, regarded as peaceful; Petra,
Gabriela, Sakina, Gabriel, Pierre
Bourgeaux, Jean Luk and your servant, gathered in a beautiful and
funny united team to spread the
Message of our Fathers. To complete our mission successfully, we
first sent a letter to the President
and Prime Minister of this country,
to ask them for a land for the embassy of the Elohim. Then, a week
later, a press release was sent to inform the media of this request of
land and to invite them to a press
conference on Thursday April 4th;
the very next day, the main Slovak
15
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TV channel Marquiza reported the event with the interview of Gabriela at the 7 o’clock news on prime-time. We could see our
internet website, the embassy and the request for the land, there was some irony but nothing bad!
During the following week, an important weekly paper wrote a three page article on us with the interview of Gabriela and
beautiful pictures. The article was good, well documented, and in the chapter of Geniocracy, the journalist wondered how many
politicians would remain in functions if they were to take the test of intelligence; we know the answer!
Congratulations to Martin ad Viktor, Raelians from Slovakia who translated the documents, created and printed 9000 flyers
and 200 posters that we gave to the passers-by in the streets of Bratislava!
Congratulations to Petra and Sakina who despite the freezing northern wind didn’t give up and gave all the flyers on time.
And Pierre who brought his stand of crop circles with him! Saturday we gave a lecture that attracted 40 people: the audience
was respectful and the questions interesting. Gabriela was so brilliant for her first lecture, and cherry on the cake: she and Petra
enchanted the audience singing in duo, it was fantastic!
Result: half the people stayed to give their name and phone number and talk about the next seminar in Slovenia. Then we
went to a restaurant with 4 of our new friends!
Sunday I did one transmission and 4 new persons joined our nice team.
In our hotel, there was a gathering of young
people of the Bahia faith; they were impressed
by our charisma, and very interested in our religion!
It was a wonderful week for all of us. Our
heart filled with joy, hope and love, we started
driving back… see you soon for new adventures
of spreading the Message!!
Jean Marie.

IN QUEBEC
“Let us create man in our image and our resemblance!” The 1st Sunday of April is there to remind us of it, and once again,
the celebration’s team organized the event under a theme that brings us closer: From dust to life…
We were about 130 people, gathered in Old Montreal, in a rustic style setting, to pay homage to our creators for Their magnificent work. We took the time to fraternize around a good meal, all while viewing videos unveiling the beauty and the splendor
of Elohim’s creation. Exotic fish with staggering color, animals with fabulous mating rituals, the sensuality of trapezists whose
graceful bodies moved passing one another in total harmony. These were only some of the pictures that dazzled our meal.
Next, we had the privilege to be guided in a meditation preparing us to welcome two new members in our big Raelian family
by our wonderful bishop Daniel Chabot, in charge of the planetary teachings. This ceremony of the transmissions of the cellular
plan was followed by some words from our national guide, Marc Rivard.
To end our day, a retrospective of the new scientific discoveries concerning the creation of life on Earth was presented by
16
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Alain Gauthier and France Blair. What joy to discover that our humanity also has good news to offer! Whether it is the creation
of Noah’s arch in the Arctic, the creation of a bacteria from scratch, or the creation of chimera, artificial photosynthesis, we are
getting closer to the time when humanity will create life and will equal itself to Elohim; we are getting closer to that day when,
from the hands of our scientists: From dust… life shall blossom!

IN CHINA,
It is my pleasure today to give you some news from China, and also to share with you with excitement my experience on
this first Sunday of April, day of the creation of the first human being by our fathers from space.
Here, in China, where the government controls almost everything, the diffusion is done in secret, in a way probably similar
to what the first Christians must have done at the beginning of the creation of the Christian religion. Fortunately, here in China,
the lions are only in the zoos and are well fed. :-)
We don’t have to worry about the lions, but we have the secret police who are watching us closely. I still have, very fresh in
my memory, the celebration of the first Sunday of April of last year, when I was in charge of the city of Shanghai and that the
night before the police showed up unexpectedly at the home of 3 Raelians to question them and to warn them not to show up at
the celebration the next day or they will have to pay the consequences. We had to change the location of the celebration and go
to a restaurant; no need to say that none of the Raelians came that day.
The secret police holds all the information on all the members and check our emails, our activities and our communications. We also know that some of our members are possibly informants for the police. Diffusion in China is an extreme sport but
at the same time quite a challenge and it is exciting to be part of the pioneers who have to do everything. I now live in another
city, for security reason, and the diffusion goes on.
On this celebration of the first of April, I experienced something very special and I wanted to share it with you. Because of
the constant risk during the diffusion and the celebration, and because China is a big country, it happens that it is the guides who
have to travel to go and carry out the transmission of the cellular plans for the future members.
It has been now more then a year now when I was nominated guide of China by our Beloved Prophet. I finally received my
first request for a transmission from a Chinese woman living in another city. And to add to the marvel, I had to take a train to get
there and the ride was about eleven hours. You can imagine my excitement to feel like at the time of Jesus where he had to cross
long distance to diffuse his message.
I finally met this woman who was waiting for me at my arrival, she was in her thirty. She was charming and shy, she really
took good care of me and my comfort. The day of the celebration we shared a meal together, we talked and I answered her many
questions. After a meditation, I did her transmission and we celebrated together. It is very special to live this intimacy when you
have only one person for the celebration and transmission.
I feel so privileged to be part of the Elohim,s team traveling across the planet to find these little diamonds. Thank you,
Elohim, for the love and confidence that you give us. Thank you, my Beloved Prophet, for this energy and this enthusiasm that
you communicate to us at every moment of our marvellous diffusion.
Love Richard

SEMINAR IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Leon Mellul, continental guide for the Middle East organized a three day seminar in Antalya, Turquie at the beginning of April gathering the raelians of many countries across this continent of multiple colors and sensitivities... here are a few
testimonies as an illustration:-)
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Wow....! what a great seminar, what a great team, what a great
place and the most what a great selection of nationalities gathering around each other with love and harmony. Lovely Joce
promised us of a surprise on our first night, just to find out that
the inside pool was reserved for us, with candles all around and
a great meditation music, we had meditation inside the water
“Well some of us were inside the water because it was a bit
cold”, we were swimming naked, happy, having fun and laughing a lot as if we had known each other for a long time.
The second day was also memorable, Ray blasted our minds
with a great lecture about brain functions, and we had a lot
of amazing lectures from “Gilles, Ely, Sharon, Joce”, at night
it was time for dinner where we all gathered in the main restaurant to dine together. After dinner, Our lovely Continental
guide Leon announced the new levels and responsibilities, after
that it was PARTY TIME!!! everything was improvised but we
made a great evening. I wish all of you were there. We danced,
laughed, had Karaoke, we even had a Jewish song that I had no
idea what it means, but who cares as long we are loving each
other!...
In a few words to describe this great seminar “Lovely, Great,
Super, Fun, Educative, Relaxing & the most it gathered us together”. Finally I would like to thank our Great guide Leon,
our Lovely Joce & all those of you who worked to prepare for
this Seminar. See you NEXT YEAR :-)
Thank you Rael
Thank you Elohim

THE RAELIAN MOVEMENT GAINS
MOMENTUM IN INDIA!!

April 25, 62aH

By Ray MAOR
From the beginning we could feel the immediate
connection between us all and started to let the
good times roll.
We had several outstanding events, one of which
was a nude pool night in which we meditated and
played around. The other was the talent night, in
which no one wanted to go to sleep (since it was our
last night together) and we all stayed up and sang
with the Karaoke and danced.
It was a marvelous time in which we first met the all
the new middle east Raeliens, and I wish them all
good luck down the road.
The seminar was fantastic and I hope to see all the
participants again next year (and shortly again in the
European summer seminar, in Slovenia
By Sharon Haziza
It was an unforgettable weekend. Everyone was in
harmony and showed so much love to each other. It
felt like we were closer than family, and some have
just met each other for the first time. It’s so beautiful
to see Arabs and Israelis together in such a beautiful
harmony.
We saw some beautiful videos in the seminar and
Leon’s teachings elevated us more and more. Sweet
Joce kept our energies high with funny exercises and
our senses sharp with sensual exercises. It was indeed
a Turkish delight, which ended with a very sweet
taste.

Mumbai, 12th & 13th April 2008: The Indian Raelian Movement (InRM) took a significant leap forward by organizing a series of events over a period of two days to spread the message
of Elohim. Spearheaded by Yaho, the national guide of
India and Mr.Bharat Panchal, leader of Mumbai (city
of India), the event began with video presentations for
the non-Raelians followed by a delicious lunch. At 5.30
in the evening, the group of about 19 people including women peacefully marched on the nearby popular
Juhu beach with banners and placards spreading the final
message of Elohim. Leaflets explaining the message for
humanity and about the Raelian movement were distributed to curious on-lookers and it was really heartening
to see curious open-minded people come forward for a
discussion on the subject.
After the procession, the group spent quality time
at the beach together relishing the local ice-candy, popu-
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larly known as ‘Gola’ and there was a great spirit of camaraderie amongst the recently met ‘strangers’. The dinner was accompanied with a friendly discussion amongst the members about the movement and future course of action. The dinner was followed
by the sensual night for the Raelians in the group and it was truly an extra-ordinary experience as they say.
The next morning began with a light breakfast of fruits followed by sensual meditation and presentations on eating habits
by Rael, given by Yaho. The lunch was followed by a lecture by Yaho on the messages and teachings given by our beloved Prophet
Rael.
The Raelian movement has gained considerable momentum in India this year particularly, with the diffusion of the messages
to the deeper sections of the society and their gradual open-mindedness to the Raelian philosophy. This can be accounted by 4
transmissions done on the first Sunday of April this year.
For the Raelian meetings, almost 12 other curious individuals
from different parts of India had turned up and it was inspiring to see them receive the messages with an open mind.
We had 4 new members in this time. And we got 5 more
structure members for the Indian Raelian movement. We
now count 12 active members for InRM.
The stubbornness of the staunch Indian culture to
adapt to change and unexpected truth is slowly fading
with the inclination of the newer generation to being rational and a constant search to quench their curiosity by
logical answers, rather than blindly following in the name
of religion. The involvement of women in the meeting
is commendable as the expected reaction of rejecting the
message at first sight was not observed at all.
The work of the national guide Yaho and Mr.Bharat
Panchal was truly special. And they, with their enthusiastic team, look forward to further such seminars to spread
the final message of our creators, Elohim. From Amit Negandhi (level 3)

ARAMIS-KOREA MEETS KOREA’S
FIRST LESBIAN CANDIDATE.
On April 7, Rano, ARAMIS Korea’s leader, and
his team successfully met Ms. Hyeonsook Choi who
is Korea’s first lesbian candidate to the National Assembly.
They met Ms. Choi at her office and gave her a
book of the Message. She listened to what we said very
carefully and expressed her agreement with our philosophy of love.
Ms. Choi was not elected this time, but it doesn’t
matter whether she won or not, because what is important is her beautiful actions for all minorities.
Thanks and congratulations to Rano, Jina, Lian
and the Korean members for making such a great action!!!
with Love, Masami Narita, Aramis Asia leader
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ARAMIS LAS VEGAS
Today was a terrific step forward for
Aramis! The US Team (Las Vegas) participated in AFAN’s (Aid For AIDS of
Nevada) AIDS Walk downtown at the
beautiful World Market Center. This 2
mile walk was a community diffusion to
bring awareness to the continued fight
to eradicate ignorance and unite humanity. Aramis was there in fine fashion promoting The Messages from our
Designers and the words of our Beloved
Prophet.
We passed out flyers and carried
the banner nice and high! Fellow walkers asked questions and seemed to really appreciate our presence. Although
we did meet with some (not much) resistance to the Raelian Philosophy, we
were overwhelmingly filled with love and determination. This is one of many diffusions to come! Over 7000 people saw the
Aramis logo. YAY!!!!!!!
Thanks to our western regional Guide, Thomas, along with Juyoung, Eddie, Jayq, Rick, Ray and me, we had a great time!
Also, thanks to all of the Las Vegas team that expressed their desire to be there but time constraints prevented you from doing
so. Your energy and love was definitely felt J A special thanks to Jimmy, my sweetie, who arranged for Aramis to be one of the
recognized teams on the walk. THANKS Jimmy… YAY!!! What a great day! What a harmonious group of lovely people!
Love, Tony

RAELIAN UNIVERSITY WEEKEND IN HOLLAND
We’ve just had a wonderful Raelian University Weekend in Holland...just like last time, we met in Hotel Dennehoeve in the
centre of Holland. There were 13 people who came to share this learning fun experience. There was a new person with us.
We meditated a lot with the positive meditation our Beloved Prophet told us about in the Contact. This was a powerful
experience!! We also talked about the importance of making choices in our daily lives...to make a movie of our lives, to be the
film director of it. And much, much more........... Humor played an important role here!
The most beautiful thing was to work in such a harmony together. Naomi, the new person, said: “There is really something
special here in the team. Something that I’ve never seen in other places. The people have something special, all of them...”
Daniel, thanks for being the running engine of this team.
Love you, love you, loooooveee youuuuu!
Isabel Zabala, Level 3, Holland
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CLITORAID, MIAMI
I just want to express you my happiness and joy...
This weekend action for Clitoraid
was not only fun but I think we were incredible!
The beauty and leadership of Donna, the always happy presence of Andre,
the incredible enthusiasm of Luis, the
vigilance of Joe, the charm and serenity
of Irene, the harmony of Alex, Esteban’s
charm and of course the beauty of our
5 star STAR Raquel(*****)! We were efficient, alert, happy and gave the best in
us, this year we “kick it up a notch”; I feel
so proud and happy for US.
All my Love, Jesus

A PINK LOVE WAVE
BROKE OUT ACROSS
MONTREAL
cy

By Sara Léha , Raelian Press Agen-

Under the bright spring sun
rays, a pink love wave broke out across
Ste-Catherine street, in Montréal, on
Saturday April 5th. A group of about
50 raelians crossed through the crowd,
wearing a pink winter hat with the slogan
«Femininity, the future of humanity» and
www.rael.org . They were not marching
in favor of Feminism but Femininity.
This activity was originally scheduled to take place on March 8th in honor of International Woman’s day but had to be
cancelled because of a severe snow storm.
It is on our way back from the Las Vegas seminar, completely charged with energy and on the eve of our First Sunday of
April celebration that the march took place . « I felt like a butterfly », said our dear O’Rêv, Canadian leader of the Order of the
Angels and author of the event. People were surprised, curious to see so many of us wearing the same hat. Many stretched their
neck to read what was written on it and asked questions.
« Let us stay here for a while, in front of this popular boutique where Paris Hilton is to make her appearance to promote
her new line of clothing » added our charming leader. There were numerous fans and journalists, so we took advantage of the
circumstances to hand them our beautiful cards with Rael’s quotes concerning Femininity. Our presence in front of the boutique
was indeed noticed as a popular newspaper mentioned us in their article later.
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A hedge of love
At the end of the march, we positioned ourselves to create two rows in either sides of the sidewalk. The pedestrians walked
through, some the enthusiasm, others with a smile on their lips.
« It was incredible. We were there to give love, just like that. Some people avoided us, but many dared to walk in the center.
Once they had crossed, we could tell that they were not in the same frame of mind as they were at the beginning. We made a

difference that day in the Streets of Montreal. » said one of our brothers, Maxime Gilbert.
It was only a small gesture, of course, but one of great significance when it contributes to over turn the lies fabricated by the
medias whose goal seems to have been to maintain fear toward us for several years now
Femininity : a crucial mission
Our dear Guide, Michel Chabot, leader of public relations for Canada, took this opportunity to underline that journalists
never understood what Rael’s objective was when He founded the Order of Angels, ten years ago already. That is why it is important to organize events such as this march for Femininity in order help the public to become more sensitive to it.
« They denigrate and laugh at the Prophet swearing that He has indeed created a ‘harem’ for Himself. And yet, Raël sees and
develops quite something else. At first, people laugh at the Order of the Angels from ignorance, and then they begin to realize
that the primary objective is to raise consciousness within men and society in general about the importance of refinement and
non-violence » he explained.
Michel emphasizes that, we, raelians, must remember that each action has a long term impact, even if we sometimes lose
sight of it. He reminds us of the reactions caused by our initiative to pass out condoms in front of the schools of Montreal in
the 1990’s.
« In spite of the strong opposition of the school system, today, there are condom vending machines in schools!
The media have also published something against our past apostasy promotion and yet today, many well known people do
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the same like André Montmorency, comedian, who recently apostatized with great publicity as many others have done. »
Let us not lose sight of these developments that have followed our revolutionary actions inspired by Our Beloved Prophet.
To be in front of the wave implies that the positive reactions of the population will only occur at the time of philosophical digestion. The Femininity campaign will also have its impact in its own time.
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